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Abstract 

In harmony with the ongoing socio-economic transformation, the social insurance market, which has been 

functioning for more than 20 years, resulting in the liberalisation of social insurance in Bulgaria, has reached a 

high level of development. This suggests that it will become a serious field for scientific research, given its place 

in the modern Bulgarian economic space and the increased public interest. As an economic category, the social 

insurance market has its own specifics and features that predetermine the relations between the two parties: those 

seeking and, respectively, those offering a portfolio of products and services under the relevant social insurance 

schemes, in a state of dynamic competitive environment conditioned by the new economic, social and demographic 

realities. The analysis of the state of the competitive environment of the social insurance market in Bulgaria is the 

subject of the current scientific development. For this purpose, an assessment of the concentration of the social 

insurance market in Bulgaria has been prepared, based on the official data published by the Financial Supervision 

Commission for the period 2012 – 2021 and the methodology for conducting research and determining the market 

position of enterprises in the respective market (adopted by Decision No. 393 of 21 April 2009 of the Commission 

for Protection of Competition). This methodology envisages that the market position of the participants in the 

social insurance market should be characterised by their market shares in terms of the number of insured persons 

and the amount of assets, and the assessment of the level of concentration should be carried out on the basis of two 

indicators – the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (НHI) and relative share of the largest participants in the market (CR 

– Concentration Ratio). The main conclusion, based on the analysis of the values obtained as a result of the 

application of these indicators, is that as of 2021, the social insurance market in Bulgaria can be classified in the 

categories "relatively competitive market with a moderate level of concentration" (HHI) and "relatively 

competitive market with an average level of concentration” (CR). 

Keywords: social insurance market, competitive environment, concentration of the social insurance market, 
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1. Introduction 

After the pension reform carried out in 2000, social insurance market began to function in Bulgaria. Its emergence 

is a logical result – a consequence of the socio-economic transformation in Bulgaria that took place after 1989, 

and it embodied both the technology and the mechanism of the liberal concept of organising and reforming social 

security. The social insurance market emerged in the course of the evolution of new economic realities in the 

country. From a theoretical standpoint, the social insurance market is considered as the economic space in which 

the dialogue is implemented and the interests of the entities seeking and offering social insurance products and 

services are realized (Pavlov, Liberalization of Social Security. Challenges, Approaches, Solutions, 2007). 

Through it, social insurance products become publicly available under conditions of voluntary choice and 

competition, and social security protection is built into the structure of the economy, giving it specific dimensions 

in the perspective of the intersection between the necessary (and desired) social and economically justified (and 

possible) motivating effects and decisions (Pavlov, Liberalization of Social Security. Challenges, Approaches, 

Solutions, 2007). In practical terms, the purchase and sale of security protection takes place on this market in the 

conditions of market competition among the carriers of social insurance. Competition, as the foundation of the 

competitive beginning, contributes to the effective and sustainable development of market entities, forcing them 

to continuously search for, maintain and promote the optimal attractiveness of the social insurance products and 

services offered by them primarily through the parameters of personal participation in social insurance and the 

combination of profitability and security as a result of the investment process (Pavlov, Social Insurance Schemes, 

2011). In this line of thought, the object of the present study is the active social insurance market in Bulgaria, and 

the subject – the state of the competitive environment. The main purpose of the research is to prepare an assessment 

of the concentration of the insurance market in Bulgaria, based on the official data released by the Financial 

Supervision Commission for the period 2012 – 2021 and Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the 

Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market (adopted by Decision No. 393 of 21 April 2009 of the 

Commission for the Protection of Competition). This Methodology envisages that the market position of the 

participants in the social insurance market should be characterised by their market shares in terms of the number 

of insured persons and the amount of assets, and the assessment of the level of concentration should be measured 

by means of two generally accepted indicators – the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (НHI) and relative share of the 

largest participants in the market (CR - Concentration Ratio). 

2. Literature Review  

The start of the functioning of the social insurance market in our country 22 years ago provoked the research 

interest of a number of Bulgarian and foreign authors, whose scientific research is multidirectional – from the 

theoretical justification of the need for this market, through the definition of the main processes taking place in it, 

to detailed study of its key characteristics such as market participants and competition, price and range of social 

insurance products, etc. Neno Pavlov stands out among the authors of well-known scientific studies on the topic 

of competition in the Bulgarian social insurance market (Pavlov, Social Insurance Schemes, 2011). He makes the 

following theoretical conclusions: (1) competition is a process of "racing" among the providers of social insurance 

for more efficient and sustainable development according to the rules of the market order; (2) competition is a 

market-friendly means of optimisation and public recognition through the search for the product and investment 

structure of social insurance providers, its organisation, actuarial construction and financial management. It is the 

essence (core) of the market regulation of the social insurance process, and (3) competition as the main principle 

of the market-competitive order in the liberal models of social insurance is manifested both in raising, investment 

and financial management of pension accumulations, and in the organisation and amount of benefits paid by 

individual companies.  

Another author – Ivanka Daneva, advocates the thesis that "competition in the social insurance market is influenced 

mostly by the price at which a given social insurance scheme is offered, as well as by public attitudes, the level of 

the standard of living and the possibilities for current allocation of funds for pension savings, replacement ratio 

from the pay-as-you-go part of the pension system, the offer of social insurance products competing with the 

insurance products“ (Daneva, 2018).  

Stanislav Dimitrov's opinion is that "competition in the supplementary pension insurance market is expressed not 

so much in the characteristics of the offered products, as in the influence on the persons who make a decision or 

determine the decision of others. In a purely market sense, there is also competition in terms of social insurance – 

price, service, additional benefits, rights, profitability, development expectations, information opportunities, 

payment term, etc. In the case of supplementary pension insurance, the specificity regarding the attraction of 

customers is expressed in the essence of the service – contributions against expectations of future income"  
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(Dimitrov, 2012). According to him, "the competitiveness of the supplementary pension insurance market also 

depends on the legal, financial and administrative obstacles to the creation and development of new companies 

(Dimitrov, 2012).  

In her extensive research with the subject – concentration in the market of private pension services in Bulgaria for 

the period 2003-2011, Ekaterina Tosheva reaches the main conclusion “ that there is a high degree of concentration 

among pension insurance companies and different types of funds. However, there is a tendency towards a decrease 

in concentration and there is reason to claim that this trend will continue in the future” (Tosheva, 2012).  

The market concentration of the Bulgarian social insurance market is part of the subject of research by Biser 

Petkov, who conclude that “The initial distribution of the Supplementary Compulsory Pension Insurance (SCPI) 

market is characterised by high concentration. Both market segments (Occupational Pension Fund (OPF) and 

Universal Pension Fund (UPF)) are dominated by three pension insurance companies, whose total share in the 

OPF market is about 87%, and in the UPF market it is about 72%. The high market concentration is also confirmed 

by the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI), whose value for the UPF market is 2 077 and for the OPF market is 2 

794.14" (Hristoskov, Y., B. Petkov, S. Dimitrov, 2021). . In the same study, the authors come to the conclusion 

that "a number of events (changes in regulations, corporate restructuring, entry of new participants, etc.) have an 

impact on the concentration of the Supplementary Mandatory Pension Insurance market and the change in the 

market shares of individual pension insurance companies” (Hristoskov, Y., B. Petkov, S. Dimitrov, 2021). 

In 2013, in their paper,Vasile ROBU, Irina Daniela CIŞMAŞU and Maria Iuliana SANDU studied “the effect of 

pension market concentration on the magnitude of the pension revenue by employing an agent based simulation 

technique” (ROBU, 2013), advancing the thesis that “the high level of concentration on the Romanian pension 

market affects the pension revenue employees are entitled to receive after retirement in that, on a long run, 20 – 

30 years, the higher pension revenue is provided by the bigger pension funds (with a market share over 30%)”. 

In a report on the topic “Institutional challenges for mandatory pension funds in Central and Eastern Еurope” 

(Drazenovic, B., V. Buterin, St. Nikolaj, 2019), the authors argue that “The pension privatization reforms created 

a “quasi-market” for pension services: it replaces the monopolistic state provider with competitive private pension 

funds managers. The market concentration has even increased over time for mandatory pension funds in CEE 

through mergers and acquisitions”. 

In his study of newly created social insurance markets in Central and Eastern Europe, Eugen Iulian Mihaita 

summarizes that “the private funds market concentration goes along a well-known principle: 80 per cent of the 

participants are registered with 20 per cent of the funds (the six main funds)”  (Mihaita, 2001) 

3. Data & Methodology  

The assessment of the concentration of the socioinsurance market in Bulgaria is carried out on the basis of the 

official data released by the Commission for Financial Supervision for the period 2012-2021 and Methodology on 

Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market, adopted by Decision 

№393/21 April 2009 of the Commission for Protection of Competition (Commission for Protection of 

Competition, 2009). 

This Methodology provides that the market position of the participants in the social insurance market is to be 

characterized by their market shares in terms of the number of insured persons and the amount of assets, and the 

assessment of the level of concentration is to be carried out on the basis of two indicators: 1) Herfindahl-Hirschman 

index (HHI) and 2) Relative share of the largest participants in the market (СR – Соncentration Ratio) 

(Commission for Protection of Competition, 2009). 

3.1. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 

The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index is used to measure market concentration within an industry. It is calculated as 

the sum of the squares of the individual market shares of all participants in the relevant market (the significance 

attributed to each participant corresponds to the value of its market share (wi=si)) (Herfindahl, 1950) (Commission 

for Protection of Competition, 2009). 

𝐻𝐻𝐼 = ∑(𝑃𝑖
2)                                                       (1)

𝑛

𝑖=1
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where:  
n - number of participants in the relevant market; 𝑃𝑖  – the market share of the i-participant (%). 

The value of the index characterizes the degree of concentration of the relevant market and varies from values 

close to 1 (in the case of perfect competition and a large number of market participants – atomistic market) to 

10000 (with one market participant – pure monopoly (Commission for Protection of Competition, 2009). Based 

on the obtained HHI reference values, the degree of market concentration is characterised as follows (Table 1). 

Table 1.  Reference Values of the HH index 

 

HH INDEX VALUE SUPPLY CONCENTRATION LEVEL 

HHI < 1 000  a normal competitive market with a low level of 

concentration 

1 000 < HHI < 2 000  a relatively competitive market with an average level 

of concentration 

HHI > 2 000 a weakly competitive market where strong market 

concentration 

  

Source: Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant 

Market, adopted by Decision №393/21 April 2009 of the Commission for Protection of Competition 

3.2. Concentration ratio 

The Сoncentration Ratio (CR) does not characterise the entire market, but only the position of the largest 

participants in it. It is calculated as the sum of the market shares of the largest participants – СР3 (three large 

participants) and СР4 (four large participants). When there are 15 or more market participants, only the Market 

Concentration Ratio (CR) can be used (Commission for Protection of Competition, 2009).  

The Concentration Ratio (the concentration ratio of n - companies) is among the most frequently applied indicators 

in the field of scientific research, the formulation of which is based on the relative shares of the first n largest 

companies. Its algorithm includes the calculation of the relative shares of companies – in percentages (Todorov, 

2015): 

 

𝑆𝑖 =  
𝑥𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

                                                                  (2) 

 

 where: 

xi – premium income; 

N – total number of participants. 

Summing up the relative shares of the leading participants will serve to determine the Concentration Ratio (Kostic, 

Maksimovic, & Stojanovic, 2016): 

𝐶𝑅𝑛 = ∑ 𝑆𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                                     (3) 

 

 

where: 

  𝑛 – the number of first largest participants. 

 

Based on the values of СР3 and СР4, three types of market can be defined (Table 2): 
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Table 2.  Reference Values of the СR – Соncentration Ratio 

СR - СОNCENTRATION RATIO SUPPLY CONCENTRATION LEVEL 

СRЗ < 40 

СR4 < 50 

a normal competitive market 

40 < СRЗ < 70 

50 < СR4 < 85 

a relatively competitive market with an average level 

of concentration 

СRЗ > 70 

СR4 > 85  

a weakly competitive market with a high level of 

concentration 

 

Source: Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant 

Market, adopted by Decision №393/21 April 2009 of the Commission for Protection of Competition 

 

For the purposes of the present research and considering what is described in the Methodology on Investigation 

and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market (in our case – the social insurance 

market in Bulgaria), the results of the first three, respectively four, large participants will be analysed. 

 

4. Findings and Discussion 

4.1. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on aggregated data for 

pension insurance companies in Bulgaria 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies on the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the aggregated data on their market share by 

insured persons for the period 2012-2021 are as follows (Figure 1) and (Figure 2): 

 

 
Figure 1. Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of persons insured in 

the pension fundsmanaged by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the Financial Supervision Commission (FSC) (Social Insurance 

activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of 

the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision 

№393/21 April 2009., https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 
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Figure 2. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants by total number of insured persons (CR – Concentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the aggregated data on their market share in terms 

of net assets for the period 2012-2021 are as follows (Figure 3) and (Figure 4 ): 

 

 
Figure 3. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by net assets of the pension funds 

managed by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 
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Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 

 
Figure 4. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants in the total amount of net assets of the managed pension funds (CR – Concentration 

Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on aggregated data 

for pension insurance companies in Bulgaria, we can draw the following conclusions: 

- market share by insured persons for the period (2012-2021), the market is classified as "relatively competitive 

market with a moderate level of concentration" (HHI) and "relatively competitive market with an average level of 

concentration" (CR) ; 

- market share by the size of their net assets for the period (2012-2021), the market is classified as a "weakly 

competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and a "relatively competitive market with an average 

level of concentration" (CR). 

4.2. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data on universal pension 

funds managed by pension insurance companies 

 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by insured persons 

in the universal pension funds for the period 2012-2021 are as follows (Figure 5) and (Figure 6): 
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Figure 5. Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of persons insured in 

the universal pension fund managed by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 
Figure 6. Assessment of the market concentration in the insurance market by determining the relative share of the 

largest participants by number of persons insured in a universal pension fund (СR – Соncentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share in terms of net assets 

in the universal pension funds for the period 2012-2021 are as follows (Figure 7) and (Figure 8): 
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Figure 7. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by net assets of the universal 

pension fund managed by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 
Figure 8. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants in terms of net assets of the managed universal pension fund (CR – Concentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on data for the 

universal pension funds managed by the pension insurance companies, the conclusions are as follows: 

- market share by insured persons in the universal pension funds for the period (2012-2021), the market is 

assigned to the categories "weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "relatively 

competitive market with an average level of concentration' (CR); 
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- market share by net asset value in universal pension funds for the period (2012-2021), the market falls into the 

categories of "weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "relatively competitive 

market with a medium level of concentration' (CR). 
4.3. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data on occupational pension 

funds managed by pension insurance companies 

 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by insured persons 

in the occupational pension fund for the period 2012-2021 are as follows (Figure 9) and (Figure 10): 

 

 
Figure 9. Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of persons insured in 

the occupational pension fund managed by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 
Figure 10. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants by number of persons insured in an occupational pension fund (CR - Concentration 

Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 
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Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share in terms of net assets 

in the occupational pension funds for the period 2012-2021, are as follows (Figure 11) and (Figure 12): 

 

 
Figure 11. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by net assets of the managed 

occupational pension fund 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 
Figure 12. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants by net assets of the managed occupational pension fund (CR – Concentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 
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Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on data on 

occupational pension funds managed by pension insurance companies, we can conclude the following: 

- market share by insured persons in occupational pension funds for the period considered (2012-2021), the 

market is classified as a "relatively competitive market with a moderate level of concentration" (HHI) and a 

"relatively competitive market with an average level of concentration" (CR); 

- market share by net assets in occupational pension funds for the period considered (2012-2021), the market is 

classified as a "relatively competitive market with a moderate level of concentration" (HHI) and a "relatively 

competitive market with an average level of concentration" (CR). 
4.4. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data on voluntary 

pension funds managed by pension insurance companies 

 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by insured persons 

in the voluntary pension funds for the period 2012-2021, are as follows (Figure 13) and (Figure 14): 

 

 
Figure 13. Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of persons insured in 

the voluntary pension fund managed by them 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 
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Figure 14. Assessment of the market concentration of the social insurance market by determining the relative 

share of the largest participants by number of persons insured in a voluntary pension fund (CR – Concentration 

Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for evaluating the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies on the insurance market in Bulgaria, based on the data on their market share in terms of net assets in 

the voluntary pension funds for the period 2012-2021, are as follows (Figure 15) and (Figure 16): 

 

 
Figure 15. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of Pension Insurance Companies on net assets of the managed 

voluntary pension fund  

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 
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Figure 16. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants by net assets of the managed voluntary pension fund (CR – Concentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on data on voluntary 

pension funds managed by pension insurance companies, we can summarize the following: 

- market share by insured persons in voluntary pension funds for the period (2012-2021), the market is classified 

into the categories "weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive 

market with a high level of concentration" ( CR3) and "a relatively competitive market with a medium level of 

concentration" (CR4). 

- market share by size of net assets in voluntary pension funds for the period (2012-2021), the market is classified 

into the categories "weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive 

market with a high level of concentration”  (CR3) and “a relatively competitive market with a medium level of 

concentration” (CR4). 

4.5. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data for voluntary 

occupational pension funds managed by pension insurance companies 

As a result of the legislative changes in the Social Insurance Code, resulting from the accession of the Republic of 

Bulgaria to the EU and the synchronization of the legislation in this area, the implementation of voluntary pension 

insurance in the Fund for Ocupational Pension Schemes was regulated.  The imposed change entered into force at 

the beginning of 2007. Aggregated data of the Financial Supervisory Commission for the period 2012-2021 

indicate that on the social insurance market in Bulgaria, there is only one pension insurance company that operates 

and manages a voluntary pension fund under occupational schemes, which according to the current Methodology 

on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market (Commission for 

Protection of Competition, 2009) is considered a “pure monopoly”.  It is necessary to bear in mind that social 

insurance under a contract with an employer for the benefit of an insured person, although outside the institutional 

limitations of occupational pension schemes, permanently occupies a considerable share within the framework of 

"ordinary" supplementary voluntary pension insurance, held in the voluntary pension funds. 
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4.6. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data for pension funds 

managed by pension insurance companies for making lifecontingent payments 

 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by persons in the 

funds for making lifetcontingent payments for 2021 are as follows (Figure 17): 

 

 
Figure 17. Herfindahl-Hirschmann index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of pensioners with 

lifecontingent pensions in the respective fund in the total number of persons with lifecontingent pensions granted 

(%, as of 31.December) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

 

 
Figure 18. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants in terms of the number of pensioners with lifecontingent pensions in the relevant fund 

in the total number of persons with granted lifetcontingent pensions (%, as of 31.12.) (СR – Соncentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 
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Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and concentration of the pension insurance companies 

in the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by net assets in the funds for 

making lifecontingent payments for 2021 are as follows (Figure 19): 

 

 
Figure 19. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by the size of the assets of the 

funds for making lifecontingent payments 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The relative share of the largest market participants (CR – Concentration Ratio), respectively СР3 – 74.45 and 

СР4 – 84.08 is shown on Figure 20. 

 
Figure 20. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants in terms of the assets of the funds for making lifecontingent payments (СR – 

Соncentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 
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Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on data on the funds 

managed by the pension insurance companies for making lifecontingent payments, the following conclusions can 

be drawn: 

- market share by person in the funds for making lifecontingent payments for 2021, the market is classified as 

"weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive market with a 

high level of concentration" (CR3) and "relatively competitive market with a medium level of concentration" 

(CR4). 

- market share in terms of net assets in the funds for making lifecontingent payments for 2021 the market is 

classified as "weakly competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive 

market with a high level of concentration" (CR3) and "relatively competitive market with a medium level of 

concentration" (CR4). 

4.7. State of competition and concentration in the social insurance market based on data on funds for  

deferred payments, managed by pension insurance companies 

 

The values of the indicators for assessing the competition and the concentration of the pension insurance 

companies in the insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by persons in the deferred 

payment funds for 2021 are as follows: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) – 2974.00 (Figure 21). 

 

 
Figure 21. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by number of persons entitled to 

deferred payment from the respective deferred payment fund 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The relative share of the largest market participants (CR – Concentration Ratio), respectively СR3 – 79.76 and 

СR4 – 88.18 can be seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants by number of persons entitled to deferred payment from the relevant deferred payment 

fund (СR – Соncentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The values of the indicators for assessing competition and the concentration of pension insurance companies in 

the social insurance market in Bulgaria based on the data on their market share by net assets in deferred payment 

funds for 2021 are as follows: Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) – 2723.37 (Figure 23). 

 

 
Figure 23. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of pension insurance companies by the amount of assets of deferred 

payment funds 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 
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Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

The relative share of the largest market participants (CR - Concentration Ratio), respectively СР3 – 79.59 and 

СР4 – 88.06 can be seen in Figure 24. 

 

 

 
Figure 24. Assessment of the market concentration in the social insurance market by determining the relative share 

of the largest participants in terms of assets of deferred payment funds (СR – Соncentration Ratio) 

Source: calculations based on data from the FSC (Social Insurance activity/Statistics/Statistics and analyses), in 

accordance with the Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the 

Relevant Market (Commission for Protection of Competition, Decision №393/21 April 2009, 

https://www.cpc.bg/storage/file/RESH%20393-09.doc) 

Regarding the state of competition and the concentration of the social insurance market, based on data on deferred 

payment funds managed by pension insurance companies, we can conclude that: 

- market share by person in deferred payment funds for 2021, the market falls into the categories of "weakly 

competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive market with a high level 

of concentration" (CR) 

 - market share by net assets in deferred payment funds for 2021, the market falls into the categories of "weakly 

competitive market with a high level of concentration" (HHI) and "weakly competitive market with a high level 

of concentration" (CR). 

5. Conclusions 

The findings that are imposed as a result of measuring the market concentration of the social insurance market in 

Bulgaria for the period 2012-2021, through the application of the two indicators (HHI and CR), according to the 

Methodology on Investigation and Definition of the Market Position of Undertakings in the Relevant Market, are 

generally the following:1) the country has a market with a moderate level of concentration of participants, which 

ranks it among relatively competitive markets; 2) the analyzed data for the specified period outline a downward 

trend in concentration both in pension insurance companies and in relation to social insurance activity in universal 

and occupational pension funds. The established trend of ongoing processes in the social insurance market in 

Bulgaria is generally due to the continued decrease in the market shares of the leading funds and pension insurance 

companies; 3) for voluntary funds, we observe an upward trend of the index measuring the relative share of the 

largest market participants – CR (respectively CR3 and CR4), which classifies the market as weakly competitive 

with a high level of concentration; 4) nowadays, regardless of the registered processes of "deconcentration", the 

social insurance market in Bulgaria is still far from being classified as a "normal competitive market with a low 

level of concentration" (according to the HHI indicator) and a "normal competitive market" (according to the CR 

indicator ), which means that the course towards imposing and enforcing strict regulations on the participants of 

this market, by the Financial Supervisory Commission, should continue; 5) the difference (although not so drastic) 
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in the trends of mandatory funds and voluntary funds is due to the current legal restrictions on the investments of 

pension funds, which are much stricter for the former than for the latter.  
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